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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. At Cabot Apex Auto I had
the best experience buying a car. Dustin makes you feel at home and let's you know he's there
to work with you to help you get in the vehicle of your choice. Thank you Dustin!!!!! I highly
recommend buying from this car dealership. The best salesmen I have ever met! Responded
quickly to my inquiry. Submitted a inquiry on a Cadi, received a Call from Nick in less than 30
mins who was super friendly. Very good people to work with Had a very good experience there
with the salesperson manager. Dealer ran pre check was approved. Response on the vehicle in
question was good. Needed more pictures and received them. Any time I called they answered
right away and made sure I got the financing I needed. They reached out with a timely email. I
their service and product will be as admirable. They gave me appointment to see the car. I came
for appointment driving over 60 miles after getting there,they told me to wait because they were
going to bring the car around for me to see and text drive. I waited for half an hour and then
they came and told me they have sold the car and they have audacity to tell me they recommend
another dealer which is about two miles from themto check them out. Very helpful and
knowledgeable, also quick to respond to questions. I hope they are willing to negotiate on
price? Every thing about this place is wonderful. The vehicles, friendliness, the short amount of
time it took, willingness to satisfy. Will definitely return when ready for another vehicle. Thanks
you guys!!! Purchasing the car on Thursday. Very happy with Albert and the deal I am getting.
Highly recommended. All staff were very helpful ,and answered my wife's and my questions.
One vehicle was looking so nice, till they informed myself of one issue and then I looked at the
car harder. They then showed a few cars that met our our money limits. Looked like a new car
even though 7 yrs. Very pleased with my purchase. Communication was great. Car was as
advertised. Great price on a low-mileage vehicle. Would purchase here again. Smooth honest
fast clean nice cars on there lot Not low pressure but No pressure! Good communication
Inviting me to look at trucks other than the one i inquired about.??? I'm very dissatisfied with
this dealer. They publish a price and it is only suppose to be the cash price! They don't disclose
that in the ads or their website and when I called them before going there and told them that I
was going to use financing, she didn't mention it either. Van horn Nissan went above and
beyond to accommodate me in my attempt to purchase the vehicle I'm still interested in.
Unfortunately my brothers death came at a bad time when I was trying to drive there to possibly
purchase the car, but I will say they have been patient and accommodating. Was contacted
dealer on the same day. They were willing to help in any way. Keep up the good work. The GMC
Yukon provides great power, great comfort, and great utility, and the addition of a six-speed
transmission only improves its already enjoyable driveability. The '09 Yukon's status as one of
the most fuel-efficient full-size SUVs on the market is a dubious honor at best. Seating up to
nine, the Yukon gains a six-speed transmission in , replacing the four-speed used in previous
years and still available on base models. Depending on trim level, the Yukon is available in
either rear-wheel or four-wheel drive. Look for new Dark Crimson Metallic paint in as well. A
standard non-flex-fuel 5. All models have a gross vehicle weight rating of over 7, pounds. All
three engines are strong both off the line and at speed, although the 4. Both transmissions
provide crisp responsiveness, although the six-speed is a welcome upgrade from the four,
which is part of what holds the 4. Also available is a Yukon Hybrid, which mates a 6. Testers
have found that there is relatively little difference in power and operation between hybrids and
conventional engines in the Yukon, with the only difference being a small power surge
experienced when transitioning between full electric and gas power. Paired with a continuously
variable transmission, Yukon Hybrids get 20 mpg, whether around town or in the city. Ride
comfort has been noted to be very car-like, especially over bumps, with only slight float over
dips and swells. While still a large SUV, relatively little body lean or nose-plowing has been
described in turns. The alarmingly progressive steering is very light at low speed, which is nice
to be sure, but tends to lean toward oversteer at speed, which can be unnerving. Brakes
however, inspire nothing but confidence. Comfortable seats, whether bench or bucket, and
ample headroom make for a fine ride, with over 60 cubic feet of space with all seats in place and
almost with the rear seat lying flat. Controls are well-placed for both reach and vision, although
some have complained about indistinct markings on the gauges themselves. Visibility is
surprisingly good, hampered only in the immediate rear, and helped immensely by the optional
rearview camera. A convenience package adds the rear-obstacle-detection system, tri-zone
automatic climate controls, power-adjustable pedals, and a remote engine start. Other
appearance and suspension packages are also available. Standard front and head-curtain
airbags come standard on all four trim packages, as well as a tire-pressure monitoring system
and one year of OnStar, level-dependent on trim package. NHTSA ratings are impressive at five
stars in all categories except rollover and rollover resistance, which garner three stars. Many
have found that the Yukon occupies a niche nestled between entry-level large SUVs and luxury

SUVs, with most of the benefits of its higher-end competitors. This is at least partially true, as
the Yukon is in many ways simply a rebadged Escalade. We'll help you find great deals among
the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer
reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to
find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old
ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your
search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain,
color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner,
recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to
All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus
User. Request Information. Image Not Available. Why Use CarGurus? Pros: built tough, quality
truck, comfortable, stylish, low maintenance. Cons: it's an SUV so it takes a lot of gas, however,
FlexFuel is cheaper than regular gasoline so that's a plus. Quiet Smooth And Comfortable â€”
Love the room and towing capabilities. Smooth ride and great for long trips. Or just to drive it as
an everyday vehicle. Pros: Great vehicle to take trips in. Very smooth, quiet ride. Air bags
everywhere for ur safety and others. Cons: Gas mileage is ok. Not the best but cant put a price
on family vacation! The downside is the fuel milage. The kids enjoy the DVD entertainment. The
cargo room is ample and the ride of the vehicle is great. The car handles like a dream when
taking long trips. I've Had Three. It fits our family well and has been extremely reliable. Pros:
Styling, Room, Horsepower H. I Like It. Cost is a bit high, gasoline a bit hign but I intend to use
the vehicle for travel. It is a good vehicle to travel in. Excellent â€” excellent had bought great
cars. Cons: none when you figure the cost of one accident. Sport â€” i love this car for the line
wonderful and the mode to drive , the interior very elegant for the performance is better than
chevrolet thaoe ,and the acceleration is good to be a suv so if u live in usa buy. Be Safe With
New Yukon â€” i loved it , it is a huge and safe family car as well as a 4x4 off- road jeep
Performance - acceleration, braking, handling Build Quality - has it needed repairs? Denali:
Great Car! Pros: rides great; plenty of room for kids and cargo;. Read More. Awesome beautiful
ride. First class for the rich and the common man Read More. Love the vehicle even better when
I saw it in person! Extremely nice! It awesome! Feel like I got a very fair price on this truck. Was
a very nice ride home. I think this vehicle offers everything Im looking for in a vehicle. The
features provided definitely will meet my families needs. The Denali is the ride! Cant be
duplicated! Ive owned Denali Sierra all-wheel drive for my last four vehicles. Ill but a Yukon
Denali. The Denali version is the best buy for the money. It has all the extras you would want. I
love those trucks I like drive one of those soon Read More. This cars features are awesome
because it has the ability to help drivers see their blind spots with the back up camera, it also
has the DVD player installed, and the dashboard tools are extremely hel Have you driven a GMC
Yukon? Rank This Car. User Reviews. View reviews where users commented on categories.
Clear selections. Back Seats Ranked Chevrolet Tahoe worse. Would Buy Ranked Chevrolet
Tahoe worse. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: built tough, quality truck, comfortable,
stylish, low maintenance. Is this helpful? Yes No. Jclark82 writes:. Primary Use: Family
transportation Pros: Great vehicle to take trips in. Back Seats:. Primary Use: Family
transportation Pros: the overall look of the car. Cons: gas hog. Johnny writes:. Cons: None.
Michael writes:. Primary Use: Family transportation. Federico writes:. Pros: the line. Cons:
consume. Pros: hugeness look. Cons: costly. Vivian writes:. Cons: mileage. Reviews From
Other Years. Read all 5 GMC Yukon reviews. Read all 7 GMC Yukon reviews. Read all 12 GMC
Yukon reviews. Cars compared to GMC Yukon. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used
Cars for Sale. Select Year Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: built tough, quality truck,
comfortable, stylish, low maintenance Cons: it's an SUV so it takes a lot of gas, however,
FlexFuel is cheaper than regular gasoline so that's a plus 6 of 7 people found this review
helpful. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: the overall look of the car Cons: gas hog 2 of
2 people found this review helpful. Cons: None 6 of 6 people found this review helpful. Primary
Use: Family transportation 3 of 3 people found this review helpful. Pros: the line Cons: consume
2 of 3 people found this review helpful. Pros: hugeness look Cons: costly 1 of 1 people found
this review helpful. Pros: rides great; plenty of room for kids and cargo; Cons: mileage 3 of 4
people found this review helpful. Thanks for helping us catch any problems with articles on
DeepDyve. We'll do our best to fix them. Check all that apply - Please note that only the first
page is available if you have not selected a reading option after clicking "Read Article". Include
any more information that will help us locate the issue and fix it faster for you. Trench dug along
the road south of Yokon village intersecting a grave. The area around the Yokon village is
remarkably sparsely inhabited, bearing in mind that it is located just 10 km SE of Bohicon.
Despite that, the area is holding a number of interesting cultural features like the slagheaps at
Sofonhouinta, and colossal baobab trees. Somebody, no doubt an important person, died en

route. In the meantime, these soldiers had established a settlement, which today is Yokon
village. Hence it becomes apparent that. Acta Archaeologica â€” Wiley. Enjoy affordable access
to over 18 million articles from more than 15, peer-reviewed journals. Get unlimited, online
access to over 18 million full-text articles from more than 15, scientific journals. See the
journals in your area. Save searches from Google Scholar, PubMed. Continue with Facebook.
Sign up with Google. Bookmark this article. You can see your Bookmarks on your DeepDyve
Library. Sign Up Log In. Copy and paste the desired citation format or use the link below to
download a file formatted for EndNote. All DeepDyve websites use cookies to improve your
online experience. They were placed on your computer when you launched this website. You
can change your cookie settings through your browser. Open Advanced Search. DeepDyve
requires Javascript to function. Please enable Javascript on your browser to continue. Read
Article. Download PDF. Share Full Text for Free beta. Web of Science. Let us know here. System
error. Please try again! How was the reading experience on this article? The text was blurry
Page doesn't load Other:. Details Include any more information that will help us locate the issue
and fix it faster for you. Thank you for submitting a report! Submitting a report will send us an
email through our customer support system. Submit report Close. Recommended Articles
Loading There are no references for this article. Subscribe to read the entire article. Try 2 weeks
free now. Explore the DeepDyve Library Search or browse the journals available. All the latest
content is available, no embargo periods. I really believe you've hit the nail on the head with this
site in regards to solving the research-purchase issue. DeepDyve Freelancer. DeepDyve Pro.
Create folders to organize your research. Export folders, citations. Read DeepDyve articles.
Abstract access only. Unlimited access to over 18 million full-text articles. Sign up for free. Start
14 day Free Trial. Read and print from thousands of top scholarly journals. Continue with
Facebook Sign up with Google. Already have an account? Log in. APA Our policy towards the
use of cookies All DeepDyve websites use cookies to improve your online experience. Make
Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details.
Powered by a 5. Our Rear Wheel Drive SUV delivers nearly 20mpg on the highway while turning
heads with inch wheels, a sunroof, running boards, and fog lights. As you slide inside this
stunning Yukon, you will find tri-zone air conditioning, keyless entry, cruise control, and a
premium Bose audio system with a 6-disc CD changer, Bluetooth, available satellite radio, and
rear-seat audio controls. In case that wasn't enough, you will enjoy every mile you take with the
full-color navigation leading the way and head-rest mounted DVD screens to keep your back
seat passengers quiet and content! Our GMC comes with a long list of standard safety features
you will appreciate such as Ultrasonic rear parking assist, four-wheel ABS, traction control,
power-adjustable pedals, and plenty of airbags. Print this page and call us Now We have all
types of financing based on your credit worthiness. We guarantee your experience will be
present, our sales staff is on salary to eliminate haggling and to make the customers buying
experience a great one. Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back
and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and
conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions apply. Disinfectant methods or claims
should not be deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of
any virus, illness or disease. This warranty is valid in all fifty states. While we make every effort
to ensure the data listed here is correct, there may be instances where some of the options or
vehicle features may be listed incorrectly as we get data from multiple data sources. Dealer
cannot be held liable for data that is listed incorrectly. See Dealer for details. Every car then
goes through a profound and vigorous safety inspection prior to being detailed with the most
love and care by our expert detailing team. If you would like to learn more about this vehicle and
many more on our inventory please visit our website at Recent Arrival! Your car is more than a
form of transportation, it represents your style and personality. Fortunately, you don't have to
pay new car prices to get the vehicle of your dreams at TexasCarsDirect. No matter which route
you take, we hope you'll consider exploring the TexasCarsDirect inventory for your dream car
today! Odometer is miles below market average! COM Not only are we continuing to monitor the
situation locally and globally, we are also taking active measures to ensure our grounds and
facility are safe and secure. We have done this by increasing our cleaning and disinfecting
efforts to combat any chance possible contamination. As always, if you feel remaining in the
comfort of your home is most beneficial for you and your family we will be offering our White
Glove Delivery Program for your shopping convenience. Our store will continue business as
usual with the same hours, and our sales department will be able to help you with any questions
you might have. We are ensuring a safe space for you to shop and visit for all your vehicle
needs! Take command of the road in the GMC Yukon! A great vehicle and a great value! Top
features include remote keyless entry, a trailer hitch, a roof rack, and leather upholstery. It
features an automatic transmission, rear-wheel drive, and a powerful 8 cylinder engine. We have

a skilled and knowledgeable sales staff with many years of experience satisfying our customers
needs. They'll work with you to find the right vehicle at a price you can afford. We are here to
help you. With Horsepower calculations based on trim engine configuration. Please confirm the
accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. Ask about our Free Oil for
Life Program! See more at Stop by and see it for yourself! We have 80 plus cars and trucks on
the lot to choose from. Visit us online at Tax, Title, License and Dealer Fees unless itemized
above are extra. Not available with special finance or lease offers. EPA mileage ratings are
estimates Only. Although every effort is made to represent each vehicle accurately, we are not
responsible for features and options that may be listed in error. We highly recommend setting
an appointment because we do have several stores' worth of inventory on this website. Please
give us a call and we can let you know the vehicle's location and make arrangements for the
appointment. No penalty for early payoff. See dealer for details. All advertised vehicles are
subject to actual dealer availability. Options and pricing are subject to change. We are not liable
for pricing errors. You'll be in and out in 5 minutes or less. As vehicle technology evolves make
sure you completely understand all the features of your vehicle. Our TechTeam is here to help
kia sorento timing belt
4 prong wiring diagram for trailer
power circuit breaker wiring diagram
with set up and to troubleshoot any issues. Popular searches. My notifications My Account.
Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine
and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 2, Cylinders 8 cylinders 2, Fuel Economy. Vehicle
Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. Check
Availability. Price Drop. Close TexasCarsDirect. New Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of 2, listings.
Overall Consumer Rating. I am the unfortunate owner of a Yukon XL, it currently has 49, miles
on it and in the last 6 months has been in at least once with problems. The valve covers do not
allow the oil to drop back down to the engine 4 after we got that done and the repair did not
work it tossed another code about emission module and it then had metal in the oil 5 the valves
rings had to be replaced. Read more. Read less. Sign Up.

